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Abstract 
We developed a new device for analyzing mechanical properties of cellular proteins. To measure mechanical properties of 
cytoskeleton proteins, micro-bead manipulating method by optical tweezers effect has conventionally been utilized. However, such 
method had two problems since micro-bead shape is only sphere: (1) restrictions on the type of experiments, and (2) strong laser for 
optical tweezers is close to the target proteins. These were indispensable disadvantages in molecular biology such as measurement 
of intracellular and extracellular proteins.  In present work, we have created a novel tool taking over micro-bead named “Optically 
Driven Micro-Pinch” for measuring mechanical properties of extremely small proteins. The micro-pinch has two small plates for 
pinching the proteins. Using the micro-pinch, various experiments about mechanical analysis of the proteins becomes possible. 
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1. Introduction 
In molecular biology field, many researchers have 
measured viscoelasticity of intracellular and 
extracellular proteins such as cytoskeleton proteins [1, 2]. 
The cytoskeleton is composed of many proteins (actin, 
myosin and so on) and present in most types of cells. 
Therefore, measuring mechanical characteristics of 
cytoskeleton proteins is useful for revealing life 
phenomena of most cells.  
For above proposes, optical tweezers using micro-
beads method have conventionally been used [3]. 
Optical tweezers use a highly focused laser beam. When 
a laser beam is focused to act on a transparent micro-
object, this method can trap it.  Optical tweezers have 
been especially successful in researching many 
biological systems. For example, Mizuno et al. measure 
nonequilibrium mechanics of active cytoskeletal 
networks such as actin-myosin networks [1].  
 
The optically trapped micro-beads method, however, 
has two significant problems: the poor degree of 
freedom due to shape of micro-bead and the irradiation 
of strong lasers close to the target. Firstly, micro-beads 
do not have the experimental flexibility because of its 
limited shape. Not only do the optical trapped micro-
beads cause interference when they approach one 
 
Figure 1: Conventional optical tweezers using micro-beads method 
for study of cytoskeleton proteins. If trapped micro-bead close to 
another micro-bead, trapping force is interfered to non-trapping 
micro-beads since the micro-bead is spherical structure. Thus, in 
this figure case, optical-trapped micro-beads method cannot 
measure accurate results about nano-scale cellular proteins 
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another, measuring both the trapping force and reactive 
force from target independently in perplexing, making 
accurate measurements difficult (Fig 1). Secondly, the 
irradiation of strong laser thermally damage target 
proteins. Almost all types of proteins change mechanical 
properties with a change in temperature [2].  Thus, the 
conventional method cannot obtain an accurate result 
about small proteins. 
To solve these problems herein we have created a 
novel device for mechanically analyzing nano-size 
proteins named “Optically Driven Micro-Pinch”. It will 
realize experiments which conventional micro-beads 
manipulating method cannot perform. 
2. Optically Driven Micro-Pinch 
2.1. Design of the optically driven  micro-pinch 
The first things we designed the micro-pinch for 
mechanically analyzing small cellular proteins (Fig 1). 
The micro-pinch has two small rectangular shaped plates 
which were attached to tips of each two beams extended 
from a base block. The plate on the right has a 
cylindrical structure named “Trap-point” which is 
trapped by optical tweezers. Additionally, another plate 
had a maker to sense its position. The right plate can be 
oscillated by moving trap-point trapped by optical 
tweezers. When target proteins are placed between the 
two plates, this movement will be transmitted through 
the target to the opposing plate causing it to move, too. 
By using an after-mentioned model, mechanical 
properties of the target can be identified.  
To realize the micro-pinch, we used techniques of 
“Optically Driven Micro-robot” [4-6]. The micro-robot 
techniques have been created by us as a new cellular 
biological measurement and manipulation tools to solve 
problems that conventional methods had. 
2.2. Fabrication 
 The micro-robots are fabricated using “two-photon 
micro-stereolithgraphy (2PMS)” with submicron 
resolution (Fig 3) [4]. To actualize the micro-pinch, we 
fabricated it using 2PMS. It has been developed within 
our laboratory and fabricates 3D movable micro-
structure which is made of transparent photocurable 
plastic (SCR701 supplied by DMEC).  
The micro-pinch successfully fabricated using 2PMS 
and made of transparent photocurable resin. The 
fabricated beams were 147nm wide, 639nm high, 20μm 
long in average (Fig 4). The cylindrical trap-point, a 
3ȝm high, 1ȝm diameter, was designed specifically to 
maximize the laser trapping force. The marker, which 
had the same form of the trap-point, was integrated for 
detection.   
2.3. Theoretical model 
Moreover, we figured out theoretical model of the 
micro-pinch (Fig 4). This model’s motion equation is as 
the following;  
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“F” is trapping force by optical tweezers effect. The 
trapping force on trap-point has already been calibrated 
in previous study [5]. The above equations can be 
calculated as measurable values expect elastic modulus 
(ks) and viscosity (cs) of target protein when the 
mechanical properties of the beams are identified. By 
solving the formulas, we can obtain the mechanical 
characteristics of target proteins. 
 
Figure 2: Concept image of a novel optically driven micro-pinch. 
Movement of right wall by scanning IR laser transmit to left wall 
through biomolecules which placed between 2 plates. 
 
 
Figure 3: Two-photon microstereolithography. Arbitrary movable 
structure can be fabricated at high speed without assembling from a 
bottom layer. 
  
Figure4 (a) Microscopic image of optically driven micro-pinch. 
(b) The enlarged image by scanning electron microscope. 
(c) Theoretical model of this experiment by using the optically 
driven micro-pinch. 
x1: Laser focus position,  x2:Trap-point position, x3:Marker 
position, kb: Elasticity of beam, 
cb: Viscosity of beam, m: Moss of wall and trap-point 
 vs: Elasticity of sample, cs: Viscosity of sample 
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In present study, as a first step, we perform 
mechanical quasi-static analysis of the target proteins. 
Therefore, this time, we exclude the viscosity of the 
target and the beams. However, because elasticity of 
beams is unknown property, we cannot measure 
elasticity of the target. 
3. Elastic Modulus of The Beam Calibrating Method  
To realize quasi-static measurements of proteins, the 
elastic modulus of the beams needed to be calibrated. 
Although we know the mechanical properties of the 
material which form the beams (photocurable resin 
SCR701), careful calibration was inescapable because of 
the extremely small scale. However, no method was able 
to calibrate mechanical properties of small object.  
Hence, we developed an original system to correctly 
calibrate and identify the elastic modulus of the beams 
(Fig 5).  
In this system, a spherical bead whose mass was 
identified is attached to end of the beam extended from 
base block. Gradually the entire system is tilted causing 
the beam to bend due to the beads weight. The entire 
system including the camera and objective lens will 
rotate around a rotation center. By changing the tilted 
angle, varying weights can be applied to a single beam 
and the displacement of the beam can be observed 
smoothly. The varying weight “W” which the micro 
bead applies to the beam is represented in the following 
equation. 
θπρρ sin
3
d4)(=W
3
gL−  
d: Radius of micro beads, ȡ: Density of micro bead, 
ȡL : Density of liquid, g : Acceleration of gravity 
 
The beam was calibrated by a spherical glass bead 
whose diameter is 7.9ȝm and density is 2.5 g/cm3. In 
addition, we calculated as ȡL = 1.0 g/cm3 and g = 
9.80665 m/s2. As a result, elastic modulus of the beam 
was measured to be 2.63 pN/μm (Figure 6). 
In addition, we reckoned Young’s modulus of 
SCR701 at micron scale from kb. Elastic modulus “K” is 
shown as following equation: 
 
3
3
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E: Young’s modulus   I: Geometrical moment of inertia 
 
Using this equation and fig.6, young’s modulus was 
calculated to be 3.17MPa. Since the Young’s modulus of 
photo-curable plastic (SCR701) is reported to be 
3100MPa, a large difference was identified between 
macro and micro size. 
4. Measuring The Proteins System  
Finally, we constructed a mechanical analysis system 
with the optically driven micro-pinch. The entire system 
setup is shown in Figure 7. 
4.1. Optical force Sensing 
The applied optical force was measured in real-time 
by image processing, where distance between the laser 
focus and trap-point center was observed. The 
relationship between the distance and generated optical 
 
Figure 5   Elastic modulus calibrating method for beam made of 
transparent photocurable resin. This equipment can rotate a CCD 
camera and sample from -5 degree to 125degrees. 
 
 
Figure 6: Elastic modulus of beam made of photocurable resin: 
elastic modulus of the beam was calibrated to be 2.63 pN/m by our 
original method. 
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Figure 7: Mechanical analysis system by using the optically driven 
micro-pinch: Force measurement is realized by relationship between 
trapping force and deviation of laser focus position calculated by PC 
and trap-point center sensed by image processing. 
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force has been calibrated in previous works [5]. The 
center trap-point coordinates was sensed from each 
frame image acquired from a camera attached on the 
optical microscope using image processing. Additionally, 
coordinates of the laser beam focus position was 
computed from the signal voltage applied to the galvano 
mirrors. 
4.2. Demonstration 
We demonstrated the measurement of cytoskeleton 
proteins such as actin filament using the developed 
optically driven micro-pinch. Before experiment, the 
surface of the micro-pinch needed to be hydrophilized 
by a surfactant since it cannot be moved in liquid in 
order that its surface is originally hydrophobic. Then, for 
locating the target proteins between two plates, the 
micro-pinch coats adhesion proteins which readily bond 
the target. After coating, the micro-pinch is located in a 
liquid suspension which contains the target proteins, and 
is viewed under an optical microscope.  
   A screen picture of user-interface during 
measurements is shown in Figure 8, where the live 
image of the optically driven micro-pinch is shown on 
the left, and measuring results is shown on the right. 
Those right side graphs are total response force, 
response force excluding reactive force of the beam, 
displacement between the trap-point and marker. 
 Figure 9 shows the amplitude shift of the marker. 
These blue dots are the movement of the marker before 
cellular proteins are added between the two walls. On 
the other hand, these red dots are motion of the maker 
after cellular proteins are added. When cellular proteins 
are added between two plates, this wall will move 
together. Thus, by analyzing this data, we will identify 
mechanical properties of cellular proteins.  
5. Conclusion 
We worked on two things to realize a device to 
analyze mechanical properties of proteins.  
Primarily, we designed and developed optically 
driven micro-pinch for analyzing mechanical 
characteristics of proteins.  
Secondly, we developed an original calibration 
system to correctly calibrate and identify the elastic 
modules of the component beams realizing the optically 
driven micro-pinch. This method can be calibrated 
correctly and easily by bending a beam using gravity. 
As a result, the optically driven micro-pinch realized 
the measurement of the characteristics of proteins that 
conventional methods using optical trapped micro-beads 
cannot measure. 
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Figure 8: User interface minute force analysis system for the micro-
pinch: CCD live image of optically driven micro-pinch show on the 
left side, graphs on right side are total of response force, response 
force without response force from beam, displacement of trap-point, 
and displacement of marker in descending order. 
Figure9: Graph of amplitude shift of the maker attaching the micro-
pinch. 
